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Introducing Microsoft Power BI

 We are generating more data than we ever had before
 Power BI is a cloud-based analytics service that gives you a single 

view of your most critical data
 Custom dashboards and rich interactive reports allow you to 

analyse and understand your data like never before
 Integrated components allow exploration of data and quick 

answers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015, around 1 million student assessments, 41 million attendance records, 50,000 pastoral records were entered into edge. Halfway through the year, we are on track to pass these figures by {x}. We are generating and storing more data in a more accessible form than ever before however the tools that we are using to understand this data has not moved significantly in the last 20 years. Power BI is cloud based tool that allows large and complex data sets to be easily analysed and understood.  At the beginning of the year MUSAC brought you customisable caregiver reporting. With the ability to export data from edge, Power BI now brings the ability to have customised dashboards that are available online, on your desktop or on your mobile device whenever and where-ever. (45 sec)As computers have got more powerful and capable, we have been able to build larger and more complex data sets, this has changed the way that we look at data. I will be clear here, I am not referring to the more statically inclined among us who have been using sophisticated techniques to understand large data sets for a long time, but to the more average person that is consuming data to seek understanding and inform decision making. As we have progressed we have been able to better model the data to fit real world. In particular to start to represent data in a multi-dimensional form. 



Understanding multi-dimensional data
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Jack takes a test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Jack.Jack takes a test. Which in itself doesn’t mean a lot, a single data point doesn’t. Before a single data point can have meaning context needs to be applied, without context a data point is worthless.The first question that I would ask is, well what test did Jack take? When did Jack take it? What score did he get? Each time we get a piece of information, it helps us develop understanding of the context in which the test occurred. As it helps us to “place” the original piece of data we call them dimensions.We can keep applying dimensions to the test, for example, what class was he in, what is his gender, his age, his nationality? How does it relate to previous results, did he do better or worse? We can also go further as well, perhaps we want to understand what language is spoken at home, how long has he been at school, does he have extracurricular activities, what was his attendance? Does he have any pastoral transactions?Each time we apply a dimension to the test, it gives a point of aggregation. That is we are able to aggregate the results of other tests that share the same dimension, and compare. Some dimensions are more important the others, some are easier to assess than others as well. Traditionally we have aggregated results by gender, ethnicity, time at school and class {to check}.  (2 min)



Traditional multi-dimensional analysis
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Student ID First Name Middle NamLast Name Gender DOB Age Started Schooling YFunding YeEthnicity Home ClassAttendancePastoral Ability OTJ OTJ Level Reading Writing Maths
123457113 Jasmine Molly Clark Female 20081222 7 20131222 3 3 European/PRoom 3 70 0 Low After 2 Yr 2 At Well BelowBelow
123457195 Wyatt Tristan Wright Male 20081122 7 20131122 3 3 European/PRoom 3 70 3 Low After 2 Yr 2 Well BelowAt Well Below
123457154 Elijah Chase Moore Male 20080822 7 20130822 3 3 Maori Room 3 85 0 Low After 2 Yr 2 At At At

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how to view this information? Using a table allows us to see this easily, however only really this works for an individual student, although I have meet some people that are able to identify trends quickly in tables, most of us are visual. Identifying trends and aggregating data is more easily achieved in a graphical formThe go-to tool of choice when trying to understand data is the graph. And it works well for two dimensions for example if we want to compare the number of students that got a particular result. Given that we don’t quite have 3D displays that allow us to explore the data, we really only have two axis on which we can display information, up and down and left and right. This is fine if we only want to understand how two dimensions interact with each other, but what happens if we want to add a third, fourth or fifth dimension. We only really have two options, either add more complexity to the graph, for example adding color codes, point size, clustered results, or add more graphs.Many dashboards and reports just like this have been set up, and exist in many organisations across the world. There is however one major problem. While I am able to track progression against pre-defined relationships (for example the relationship between gender and year and achievement), I am unable to explore the data and answer questions that I might have about the data that have not already been asked and answered (perhaps understanding the relationship between type of extracurricular activity and achievement). (2 min)



Modern multidimensional analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern Business Intelligence tools have been designed to help users access, explore and understand large and complex data sets, and while traditional graphs and charts are still a central part of the tool kit, the way they work has changed allow users to interact with the data, facilitating the ability to seek answers to questions and develop understanding on the fly.Although simple, the solution is powerful. With the introduction of interactive and cross filtering components, each dimension can be simply graphed, and by interacting with each other, the relationship between the dimensions can be easily understood.For example, by selecting males on the gender dimension graph, the assessment result graph is updated to show the distribution of male students. Equally I can select students who achieved in the lowest bracket and see the gender split of those students. As the chart is shaded rather than filtered I can also see how this compares to the overall student gender split. (1 min)



Overall Teacher Judgment Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets see how this works by looking at a simple dashboard designed to explore the latest OTJ results. I have to be upfront, this data set is a manufactured data set, and therefore may contains some trends and patterns that are inherent in the way it was constructed. For example, each student is assigned an academic level on creation so doesn’t improve beyond that level over their educational journey.



Cross Assessment Analysis
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Student Demographic Dashboard
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Options

 Microsoft Power Bi can be downloaded from 
powerbi.microsoft.com

 Training can be provided by MUSAC services team
 Power BI data packs
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Questions

 Questions?
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